Auditory phenotyping of heterozygous sound-responsive (+/dn) and deafness (dn/dn) mice.
Accurate phenotyping of offspring from backcross matings between F1 heterozygous sound-responsive and deafness mice is an important step for the identification of the deafness (dn) gene (Keats et al., 1995). Here, we report the results of auditory phenotyping of backcross offspring who are either sound-responsive or deaf by recording the Preyer reflex elicited by hand clap, auditory brainstem responses (ABRs), and 2f1-f2 distortion product otoacoustic emissions (DPOEs). Our results show that the Preyer reflex observation alone is inadequate for auditory phenotyping; a more precise test such as a click-evoked ABR recording is needed for auditory phenotyping. DPOE recording results in identification of sound-responsive or deaf mice as accurately as the click-evoked ABR testing. In addition, because the DPOE amplitude function is in good agreement with the ABR threshold in frequency sensitivity and specificity for stimulus frequencies between 1 and 16 kHz, the DPOE recording can be considered as an alternate test for auditory phenotyping.